Join the Master Gardeners for a hands-on rose workshop at Applegate Park Rose Garden. They will teach you the delicate art of pruning roses, how to fertilize and the best pest control strategies to yield a beautiful, fragrant rose garden. You will also learn how to properly root your own roses. You will meet at 10 a.m. at the fountain.

❖ Bring with you:
› Pruning shears, gloves and appropriate outdoor clothing
› Optional: bring a lawn chair and/or kneeling pad if you would like to as seating is limited in the garden

❖ ABOUT THE MASTER GARDENERS:
› The Master Gardener Program is a volunteer group within the University of California Cooperative Extension that seeks to be the preferred source of research-based information on gardening, landscape, and resource conservation for the residents of Merced County.
› Master Gardeners accomplish this through extension, informative outreach programs, and the workshops listed to the right.